
This graph provides you an overview of your earnings potential as a Scentsy Independent 

Consultant.  

First abbreviations and definitions:  

 PWV - Personal Wholesale Volume: Retail minus 25%. 

 GWV - Group Wholesale Volume: Your organization/downline's wholesale volume. 

Your non-director frontline consultants.  

 TWV - Team Wholesale Volume:Your group/downline less any downline director's in 

your organization. 

 Frontline Consultant - All level one consultants.  

 Rank - Qualifying pay level.  

 Title - Highest rank achieved. 

How to figure your downline's retail volume: PWV total divided by .75 - for example: $1000 

PWV divided by .75 = $1333 Retail Sales  

 

To start at the beginning, we pay a retailing bonus to consultants who sell our products. 
 

We pay a differential bonus to a Director of 9% of the Group Wholesale Volume (GWV) of her 

frontline (1 level) consultants, unless and until her frontline consultant earns a portion of it; at 

which point the Director earns only what is left out of the 9%.  



That consultant earns her portion unless and until her frontline consultant earns it. It is called a 

differential bonus because the rep (director or consultant) gets the difference between the bonus 

paid by the company and the amount earned by her frontline consultant.  

For example, a Director gets 9% GWV of a Certified Frontline Consultant because the Certified 

didn't qualify for a portion of it. Let's say the Cert. promoted to Lead. The new Lead would get 

2% of her GWV and the Director would get 7%. Now the Lead has a recruit who is Escential or 

Certified. The Lead also gets 2% of the recruit's GWV and the Director gets 7%. Later, the new 

recruit also promotes to Lead. The new Lead now gets the 2%. The old Lead gets the 

"difference" between her qualification level (Lead - 2%) and that of her frontline consultant 

(Lead - 2%). 2%-2%=0. She gets paid 0%. She doesn't lose her frontline consultant, nor does she 

lose that person's GWV contribution to her own GWV for qualification purposes. She simply 

gets paid 0%.  

If the first Lead promotes to Star. She then has a positive difference between her pay level and 

her frontline consultant (provided the frontline didn't promote as well.) The distinction is 

important--it is not that she loses her recruit, she is getting paid 0% on her recruit's GWV while 

she is the same rank or lower. 

 

Now, we also pay a generation bonus to our Directors. For example, a Director gets 3% of the 

Team Volume of her 1st Gen. Director, which is defined as the first Rep in any leg who 

promotes to Director. Most of the time it is a frontline (1st Level) consultant who promotes, but 

that is not required. If one has a 3rd Level Consultant promote to director while her upline 

doesn't, that would be a Director's 1st Gen. Director.  

Team Wholesale Volume - TWV is the GWV of a Rep (Consultant or Director) EXCLUDING 

the GWV of any other Director. For example, Nicole Ferland's GWV includes the PWV of all 

the consultants in her entire downline, but her TWV excludes the GWV of Nicki Bullard (a 

director) and Sara Speechly (a director). Remember GWV is the sum of all PWV in a downline.  

If a Rep doesn't have any directors in their downline, the GWV and TWV will be exactly the 

same. TWV is a distinction necessary in a generation bonus like the one we pay our directors, or 

we would pay an unlimited percentage of our sales out in bonus. In a differential or retailing 

bonus, the distinction is not necessary. That is why it only applies to Directors. 

 

When one promotes to Director, they are paid a different bonus on the directors in their 

downlines than they are paid on the consultants in their downlines. We believe that a personal 

retailing bonus is best to encourage high product sales to customers which is the strength of any 

company. A differential bonus is best to encourage recruiting, business building, and leadership 

skills, and a generation bonus is best to reward business builders and dream builders. Scentsy 

incorporates these types of bonuses in sequence relative to a Consultant and her recruits 

individually, and in concert relative to a Consultant and her downline as a group. This allows 

consultants to seamlessly transition from self-employed salesperson, to a team-building business 

person, to an accomplished dream builder who has brought others through the process and has 

the legacy and residual income of an empire builder (one who earns from previous effort). 

 



Essentially, our comp plan is designed to induce in people the participation in those activities 

where the private gain of the individual and the public benefit of the company is not only 

maximized, but in harmony. Activities that favor personal gain over public gain (benefit), or visa 

versa break down the delicate balance necessary for an idea to become a social epidemic (a 

phenomena that creates and defines an iconic company, which we aspire to be). 

 

So, why recruit and help recruits promote if it means a loss in percentages, and even real short-

term income in some cases?  

1. It allows you to break the time imposed limit you can make retailing while 

simultaneously strengthening the company, leading to better products, fulfillment and 

service. 

2. It allows you to transition from self-employed salesperson (you control your time, but if 

you don't work you don't get paid), to a businessperson (you earn money from the efforts 

of people you have successfully aligned to your pursuit). 

3. It allows you to create self-perpetuating money machines through the lives of others who 

are grateful to you. 

4. Do you want a slice of watermelon, or a whole grape? Recruiting helps grow the 

watermelon that everyone can share proportional to their contribution, but none that 

contribute are left with less than they give. 

Written by Orville Thompson, Scentsy President and Owner  

 


